Annual Report

From the Principal

2015
Scarborough Primary School has
continued to grow throughout 2015
with our school becoming the school of
choice for our local residents and
community. It has been a successful
year with a focus on developing a
broad range of high quality programs
that provide choice and the opportunity
to flourish.
Scarborough Primary School
performance data shows the school is
performing within the expected level in
all academic areas. An ongoing
priority will be to sustain our
improvements in literacy and
numeracy, while providing
opportunities for our academically
talented students to extend their
learning.
The school P&C Association is to be
congratulated on their fundraising for
generous donations and the provision
of high quality services to our school
community; including the uniform shop,
canteen, classroom parent
representative, social events as well as
the Twilight Markets.
The School Board ensured that the
school operated within the prescribed
legislative requirements and provided a
valuable role in the development of the
school‟s first Business Plan.

Our board members contribution is
highly valued and I congratulate the
board on a successful year.
Mr Anthony Middleton was principal for
term 1 and saw the year off to a very
smooth and successful start. Mr
Middleton has since moved to
Mirrabooka PS as principal after many
years as the deputy at Scarborough
PS.
Our many parent and community
volunteers contributed countless hours
to individual students, classrooms and
our grounds and projects. We thank
our volunteers for their contribution.
To our growing number of partners and
collaborators who make a meaningful
contribution to our learning programs,
we thank you.
Jason Crofts

School Board

New Beginnings
Our first year as an Independent Public
School was an exciting year for
Scarborough Primary School with many
new opportunities and achievements.
Leading into the new year, the school
community elected a Board of 11 parents,
teachers and community members to
make decisions on the overall strategic
direction for the school, in the best
interests of our children. The 11 elected
Board members had children in every
class from Kindy through to year six and
several Board members also had children
at Churchlands high school providing a
good link and feedback from the high
school.
The Board has worked well together
throughout the year as a strong and
unified team.
They represented our school‟s interests in
dealings with local businesses and
community groups the Department of
Education and other Government
departments, the City of Stirling, as well as
local, State and Federal politicians.
This has included joining forces with other
local schools to take a stand on local
community issues that have the potential
to significantly affect our community safety
and amenity.
The new Board worked closely with the
School‟s outstanding administration team
to formulate a 3 year strategic Business
Plan that is tailored to Scarborough
Primary‟s unique circumstances.
 It has a strong focus on our
beautiful beachside environment
and fostering in our children a love
and connection with the natural
environment.
 It recognises that while our school
population is small, it is socially
varied and multicultural, and our
children have highly variable
teaching needs.
 It recognises the strong message
that comes consistently from our
community, that wellbeing is
crucial for our children, and must
be a priority in all of our teaching
programs.

The Business Plan is the overarching
framework the teachers use to develop the
school operational plans, the individual
subject plans and lessons plans that are
the basis of what is used to teach our
children.
Data based decision making has been a
particular focus for the Board in 2015, in
all areas of school performance from
finances to the children‟s academic
progress. Objectives and targets are
developed based on data wherever
possible. We aim to make outcomes
measurable and use them to refine targets
and assist with decision making.
The Board also set and is progressing an
ambitious program to review every school
policy or where necessary develop new
policies, over the coming 18 months.
Where appropriate we are asking for
community input to these policies. All
policies are published on the School‟s
website giving far greater clarity to all
members of the school community.
It‟s been a very busy year for the Board
and particularly our incredibly hard
working teachers and school
administration team. However we have
achieved an enormous amount and are
offering our children more and more
opportunities to learn improve, strive, and
thrive at Scarborough Primary School.
Thank you for your support and being with
us on this journey.
Best wishes
Trisha Lee
Board Chair

Kindergarten

Kindergarten

During Term 1 the students had a visit
from the mobile Hospital group. This
incursion was aimed at making hospital
visits a little less daunting for children.
They were familiarised with medical
equipment and were given the opportunity
to role play using the resources provided.
The resources were then loaned to the
school for a number of weeks to allow the
children to continue to role play.

During Term 2 on the 2nd of May the
students visited Harvest Bakery owned by
one of the kindy families on Brighton
Road. The visit was planned as an activity
to enhance an integrated unit on food. At
the bakery each student was able to make
and decorate their own biscuit, watch
bread being made and sample some of
the baking goods made at the bakery on a
daily basis. Each student was given a loaf
of bread to take home at the conclusion of
the visit.

In Term 4 the junior primary classes
attended a West Oz Wildlife incursion at
the school on Monday 23rd November.
The students had the opportunity to
interact with some Australian wildlife. Two
keepers bought along koalas, a dingo, a

few species of pythons and some lizards.
Each animal was presented individually
while the wildlife keepers discussed the
animal‟s basic dietary requirements,
where they live and why they look the way
they do. They also discussed the
particular habits and needs of each
species and ways humans can protect
them. All the children had the opportunity
to get up close and personal with all of the
wildlife.

The team at Bunnings Ware House also
visited the centre during Term 4 to help
the children create a Christmas gift. The
students were given the opportunity to
decorate a glass bauble, place a message
inside it and fill with glitter. This was a
well-planned and implemented incursion
by the girls from the education section of
Bunnings.
At the end of Term 4 we held our annual
„Kindy Concert‟ concluding with a family
afternoon tea. Parents, friends and
extended family members were invited to
attend. Once again this was a popular
event at the Kindy with many extended
family members also attending.
Throughout the year student numbers
fluctuated slightly by the end of the year
there were 19 students at the kindergarten
with a larger number of girls attending.
Eighteen of these students continued their
education at Scarborough pre-primary in
2016. It was a busy and very enjoyable
year.
Mrs Liz Petrou

Preprimary

Preprimary
Hospital Visit from the PMH
Familiarisation Program
We learnt what would happen if we went
to hospital. We touched and played with
some of the equipment, zooming up the
hallway on crutches and pushing each
other in the wheelchair was an
experience. We dressed up in either
ambulance officers, doctor or nurses
uniforms and operated on a pretend doll.
We put together a skeleton, jigsaws,
played with a toy ambulance and hospital.
We even got to wear a medical wrist band
and had our blood pressure taken.

For Mother‟s Day we invited the Mum‟s
along to PP for some pampering. On
display was the children‟s interview about
their Mum and also a lovely painting. We
selected beautiful bright colours and
painted their nails, we gave back and
hand massages, we made mum a pasta
necklace, we drew a portrait of our Mum‟s
and they drew one of us, we also read
them stories. When it was time for
afternoon tea we let them enjoy a cuppa
and some beautiful pink delicacies for
example; pink heart biscuits and pink
scones with jam and cream. For the finale
of the event we sang them a Mother‟s Day
song and recited poems, presented them
with an individual forever flower painting.

100 Days Celebration
To visualize what 100 objects look like, we
are asking that each child in the school to
bring in a named collection of 100 small
items, anything they choose, in a named
zip-lock bag, for display purposes. For
example; cereal, buttons, paperclips, dried
pasta etc., these were placed down the
corridor so we could walk and look at all
the groups of 100.
Our class activities included,
100 pieces of popcorn in a popcorn box
Building a tower of 100 cups
100 snowballs on a snowman
Counting by 10‟s to 100 with our
handprints
Collaged a picture of ourselves aged as a
100 year old
100 gumball stickers in the gumball
machine
We decorated and wore our celebrated
100 glasses and 100 crowns
We made 100 paper chains
We played 100 Snowball game on the
interactive whiteboard
Then we shared our food for lunch

To end our theme on Space, we sang
„Zoom, Zoom, Zoom, we are going to the
moon…..‟ We also acted out our favourite
story. It begins; „Aliens love underpants, I
guess you never knew…..

Mrs Molly Burfield

Year 1

Year 1

In Term 2, the year 1 class, together with
the year 2‟s went to the Western
Australian Museum in Perth. The students
had a look through the museums huge
range of exhibits, and found the zoology
section particularly interesting. During the
day, the students were also able to
experience school in the olden days. They
went into a replica olden day school,
complete with slate writing boards,
uncomfortable wooden desks benches
and a very strict teacher. They participated
in a reading and writing lesson and were
really able to get a feel for what school in
those days would have been like! This
fitted in with the History theme of „Present
and Past Family Life‟.

In term 3, the students presented a „Night
of the Notables‟ evening, in collaboration
with the year 2 classroom. This fitted in
with their English theme for the term of
fairy tales. The students invited their
parents in for an evening to share work
they had completed about their chosen
fairy tale over the term.

In groups, they made a large presentation
board which displayed a range of activities
they had completed including a story map,
story sequence, character self-portrait,
visualisation chart, predictions and
summaries of their text. The children came
dressed as their favourite character from
their chosen story. Parents were
encouraged to be part of the experience
by asking the „characters‟ (students)
questions about the story and provided
written feedback for each display which
was later viewed by the students.
Refreshments were also served. A great
time was had by all.

During term 4, the students created Power
Point Presentations on Perth. This was a
way of learning about our Geography
theme „places have distinctive features‟ as
well as using digital technologies. The
students worked on their presentations
over the term, using research they had
completed during Humanities and Social
Science lessons. This activity also
incorporated the students drawing on their
literacy skills as they presented their
Power Point in front of the class and their
parents. After their presentations the
students were asked to reflect on how
they went and were also given peer and
teacher feedback.

Mrs Emily Bell and Mrs Anita Codling

Year 2

Year 2

In 2015 the Year Two class had a very
busy year.
As part of our History program we went on
an excursion with the Year 1s to the Perth
Museum. Students were able to
experience an olden day classroom. The
boys sat on one side of the room and the
girls on the other. The teacher started the
lesson with a hand and nail inspection.
Some students had to wash their hands
again in the basin of water at the back of
the room. Throughout the lesson students
got to write on slate, read from old books
and see what clothing students used to
wear. Students also got to play some old
games during our recess break.

As part of our Physical Science program
on forces, we went on an excursion with
the Year 3/4s to the Gravity Discovery
Centre. Students got to climb 222 steps to
the top of the amazing Leaning Tower of
Gingin. They got to see gravity at work
when they dropped water balloons from
the top of the tower. Students also spent
time interacting with, and investigating the
various exhibits in the Discovery Centre.
Some of the most popular exhibits were
the Bernoullli Ball, The Giant Slinky, the
Magnetic Skateboard, and the most
popular of all, the NASA Space Capsule.
Students also walked the Solar System
walk which is a scaled model of the Solar
System.

We had the team from Bunning‟s visit our
classroom. Students got to paint and
decorate a flower pot and plant a flower.
This was given to their mothers for
Mother‟s Day.

In Term Three we held a „Night of the
Fairy Tales‟. Students worked with a
partner to create a three dimensional
display on a fairy tale of their choice. As
part of the English program students
completed comprehension and written
activities on their chosen fairy tales. These
were published and placed on their
display. Students wrote questions for
parents to ask. On the night, students
dressed up as a character from their fairy
tale and answered questions asked by
parents. Many parents and family
members came to see our fairy tale
exhibition and enjoyed seeing the amazing
displays the students had created.

In Term Four, as part of our Geography
program, students researched a country
that had some importance to them. Most
students chose countries that their families
had originated from. Students published
their research as a Power Point and orally
presented it to the class and parents.

Mrs Deb Potter

Year 3/4

Year 3/4
During Term 1, the Year 3/4 class was
investigating the local history of
Scarborough in Geography. To
accompany this unit of study, students
also learnt about various geographic skills
such as reading maps, using a compass,
and understanding how to pin point a
location using coordinates. The Year 3/4
students transferred their learning and
created Geocaches to be hidden around
the local area near the school.

The Geocaches were logged and their
coordinates were published on-line so
fellow Geocache enthusiasts were able to
find the hidden caches using coordinates
and a compass. Our class also organised,
advertised and hosted a picnic for all
families at Scarborough Primary School to
come and participate in finding the hidden
Geocaches on a Saturday morning. The
event was a great success and the
students were very much enjoying putting
their learned geographical skills into
practice.

Another exciting event that occurred
during the first semester was our trip to
Herdsman Lake. In Science, our class had
been learning about life cycles of various
organisms and the relationships that the
living things have with their environment.

During our excursion to Herdsman Lake
students were able to use their
understanding to classify and identify
various organisms found in the lake.
Students used nets to catch and observe
the organisms found in the lake and also
observed the local wildlife in their natural
habitat.
Throughout second semester, the Year
3/4 class focused on the cross curricular
priority of sustainability. After reading,
investigating and writing about sustainable
practices during our literacy sessions, our
class aspired to incorporate and develop
sustainable practices at our school. After
conducting a whole school waste audit
after recess and lunch, our class identified
that our school community needed to
reduce the amounts of rubbish being
thrown out during recess and lunch. Whilst
conducting the waste audit, students put
on gloves and sorted through the bins to
determine how much waste our student
body produced. After the rubbish audit,
students advertised the results in the
school newsletter and created Wrapper
Free Wednesday in order to help reduce
unneeded rubbish being discarded.

Each Wednesday, Rubbish Monitors from
the Year 3/4 class tallied up the amount of
wrappers found in each student‟s lunch
box. The class with the least amount of
wrappers in lunchboxes earned a trophy
and recognition for their efforts. During
Term 4, our class also performed a “Who
Wants to Be A Millionaire” game show
assembly that centred on sustainable
practices. The assembly was very
interactive and engaging for all involved.
Ms Annie Clark

Year 5/6

Year 5/6
As part of our Speaking and Listening, we
looked at the skills required to present to
an audience effectively. We wrote
speeches, linked to our health focus: our
relationship with food, which we presented
to our class and parents. As an audience
we had to use our listening skills to
evaluate the speeches and form
interesting questions to ask the presenter.
Those students, who demonstrated
outstanding presentation skills and indepth subject-knowledge, were given the
opportunity to compete at the inter-school
Speak Up competition. This was a first for
Scarborough Primary School and has led
to a keenness amongst our students to
compete again next year.

Throughout the first semester, we made
strong links across our English, art and
history. One of our core reading strategies
was the development and answering of
„Here, Hidden and Head‟ questions. In
history we were studying The Gold Rush
which connected well with a study of the
artist Gustav Klimt, whose works are
primarily gold. We created a wonderful
class display to demonstrate our reading
questions,
using our
history
and art
focus on
gold as a
creative
stimulus.

Having successfully been granted funds
from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs,
we used the opportunity to extend our
knowledge and understanding of Perth‟s
Aboriginal history. In Term 3, we spent the
day with a local Aboriginal elder, exploring
the streets of Fremantle. From here, all
students were offered the chance to apply
to be in our Reconciliation Action Plan
working group, along with parents and
teachers. This group continues to work on
the development of our Reconciliation
Action Plan and involvement of the school
in recognising Aboriginal culture and
history.

Our Year 5/6 camp was held during Term
2, at Ern Halliday in Hillarys. This
experience gave all of the students a
chance to get to know themselves and
each other a little better as they pushed
way past their comfort zone in the
numerous physical activities. A highlight
for everyone was the talent show where
we all had the opportunity to share our
creative side.

Mrs Jones & Mrs Salt

Japanese

Specialist

The Japanese program in 2015 involved
students in years 2 to 6.The learning
program focused on three main learning
outcomes1. Listening, reading and
responding 2.Viewing, reading and
responding and 3. Writing. Students
learnt high frequency, fundamental
vocabulary and question and answer
patterns and were encouraged to create
their own personal vocabulary based on
their responses. Reading and writing of
hiragana, katakana and kanji is used in all
grades at varying levels. In the younger
grades songs with mnemonic devices
were used to enhance retention of new
and unfamiliar language.
A variety of culturally enriching activities
including anime drawing , shodo
(Japanese calligraphy writing),
origami, outdoor Japanese games,
creation of computer generated animation,
Michio teaches Japanese language
software and power point have been used
to complement the language
program. Use of computers in our lab and
i pads also allow students to write in
Japanese script, do quick translations and
communicate with students from Japan via
the Language Discovery Network.
Language Discovery is an interactive
computer program that allows children at
Primary Schools in Australia and students
of similar age in schools in Japan to
participate in an email and cultural
exchange during the year.

In term 4 of 2015 we also had 4 Japanese
students do a homestay with families of
students in years 5 and 6 for 2 weeks.
This was an amazing experience with
many opportunities for cultural exchange
and language learning. Highlights included
an assembly where the visiting students
performed a traditional dance (shoran
bushi), students tasted Vegemite and
Natto and a combined performance of “If
you‟re happy and you know it” in
Japanese and English. We will invite
families of students in years 5 and 6 to be
involved in this exchange program in 2016
and look forward to your participation.
Sensei McGuffin

Visual Arts
The Visual Arts program at Scarborough
Primary School was delivered by Mrs.
Jones and Mrs. Smallman during 2015.

Classes worked to develop a range of art
pieces with a focus on developing artistic
skills. Students also learnt about the art
created by well known historical and
contemporary artists and practised the
techniques of the „masters‟.
The art created by the students was again
used throughout the school on a number
of significant days including the creation of
thankyou gifts for students from the
Japanese School in Perth, ANZAC Day
centenary display and classroom displays
linking with the learning taking place in the
classroom.
Mrs Jones and Mrs Smallman

Music

Specialist

The highlight of the year for our Choir
students was participation in the
WestCoast songfest. This festival is held
each year in Western Australia and
celebrates the music programs run is
primary schools. The students all learn
the same songs and then come together
for a grand performance at Joondalup
Arena.
Throughout the year each class learnt
some fantastic songs are used a variety of
instruments in the music program.

Physical Education
We had some visitors to our school
teaching the children some specialist
sports including Hockey WA, AFL
Football, Netball WA and Triathlon WA.
Our students participated in a range of
interschool activities including
Athletics
Cross Country
Soccer
Netball
Our interschool teams performed very well
again in 2015. The soccer team was
undefeated throughout the whole season
winning the interschool competition and
the Lightning carnival. The netball team
worked hard all year and produced some
very close results. The interschool
Athletics team had students representing
years 1-6 and tried hard through 2 days of
events.

Scarborough again hosted the interschool
cross country carnival at Deanmore
square with over one hundred competitors
from local schools competing.
Our faction events in 2015 included
Swimming
Cross Country
Athletics
Our partnership with the Japanese School
in Perth was again a key aspect of
success with faction sports. The
contribution made by the Japanese School
in Perth was a highlight of the day. All
students and families at Scarborough
hope to see this relationship continue into
the future.

P&C Association

P&C Assoc.

The P&C plays an important role in the school community. The P&C has three main roles which all
contribute to making Scarborough PS a successful school.
1. Raising funds for the school
2. Providing a forum for parents, careers and community members
3. Providing services to the school community including uniform shop and canteen.

Some key events for the P&C in 2015 were
Twilight Markets
Cake Stalls at each assembly
Interschool Cross Country
Entertainment Books
Drink Bottle drive
Cookie Drive
The fundraising efforts in 2015 contributed towards construction of the Nature Playground, the
purchase of iPads and purchase of a reading series in junior primary classrooms.

Chaplaincy

Chaplain

Our chaplain Will Veldman worked in all classrooms during 2015 and worked with students
to organize some great events. Some highlights of the chaplaincy program were the
Stationery drive, Smiling Minds wellness program and classroom support programs in every
class from Kindy to Year 6.

Whole School Events
There were many whole school events during 2015. Below is a collection of photos from
some of the memorable moments in 2015.

Scarborough’s
Got Talent

ANZAC
Centenary
Book Week

CoderDojo

Japanese
Exchange

Surf Gala Day

NEPAL
Earthquake
Relief

Community Breakfast

Staff Qualifications

NO

FTE

1
1
2

1.0
1.0
2.0

0
11
11

0
6.4
6.4

3
1
3
7

1.6
0.6
2.7
4.9

Staff Professional Learning
All teaching staff have engaged in
professional learning linked to system and
school priorities including:
 Western Australian Curriculum
 National Quality Standards
(NQS)
 ICT
 Pedagogical Framework
 Cross Curricular Focus –
Sustainability

Student Attendance Rates

Staff Retention and Movement
Staff joining SPS during 2015
Jason Crofts – Principal

WA Public
Schools

ADMINISTRATION STAFF
Principals
Deputy Principals
Total Administration
TEACHING STAFF
Level 3 Teachers
Teachers
Total Teaching Staff
SCHOOL SUPPORT
STAFF
Administrative
Gardening / Maintenance
Other non-teaching staff
Total school support staff
TOTAL

Scarborough
PS

National Reporting

Staff Attendance and Retention Rate

All teaching staff meet the requirements to
teach in Western Australian schools and
are registered with the Teacher
Registration Board of Western Australia.

Like Schools

National Reporting
Requirements

Kerry Calderwood – School Officer

2014
2015

Staff leaving SPS during 2015

Destination High Schools

94.6 94.2 92.6
94.6 94.5 92.7

Mr Anthony Middleton – Appointed as

Destination High School
for 2015 Year 6 cohort

Principal of Mirrabooka PS
Mrs Jenny Smallman – Retirement
Mrs Julie Trew – Education Assistant

Carine SHS
8%

redeployment to East Wanneroo PS

Churchlands

SHS
92%
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SPELLING
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6
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0
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0
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15
7
3
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13
7
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WRITING

PUNCTUATION
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10
20
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3
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24
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20
9
2

READING

LIKE
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0
45
36
9
9
0
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LIKE
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SCHOOL

STATE

NUMBER

SCHOOL

PROFICIENCY
BAND
6 – 10
5
4
3
2
1

LIKE
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YEAR 3
RESULTS

SCHOOL

Proficiency Bands
Test results are reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills and understandings.
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SCHOOL

In Year 3, Band 2 represents the national minimum standard.

PROFICIENCY
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9 – 10
8
7
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NUMBER
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18
27
27
0
0

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

READING
8
13
24
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3
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18
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NA
NA
NA
NA

WRITING
8
15
23
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18
5

0
27
9
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9
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SPELLING
3
11
19
26
24
16

In Year 7, Band 5 represents the national minimum standard.
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In Year 5, Band 4 represents the national minimum standard.
SCHOOL

NAPLAN

In 2015 the NAPLAN testing took place for all Year 3, 5, 7 & 9 students throughout Australia.
The tables below indicate the 2015 NAPLAN testing results in Reading, Punctuation &
Grammar, Spelling, Writing and Numeracy. As Year 7 students were relocated to
Government High Schools commencing 2015, NAPLAN results are provided for only 11
former students. The method of establishing like-schools is based on the ICSEA measure.
ICSEA is calculated taking into account parental occupation, parental education,
geographical location and proportion of indigenous students. ICSEA provides an indication
of the socio-educational backgrounds of students; it has nothing to do with the staff, school
facilities or teaching programs at the school.

PUNCTUATION
36
36
0
27
0
0

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

11
15
21
26
13
13

Academic Targets
The Academic Targets established in the 2015-2017 Business Plan are linked to specific
curriculum areas. The school is committed to meet these challenging targets through a
methodical approach of data collation, analysis, planning and quality teaching. The targets
set in 2015 are based on analysis of academic achievement data from 2013 – 2015.

Academic Targets

When considering the data below please be aware that in small cohort sizes 1 student can
impact significantly on cohort performance.
Target
The mean performance of males
and females in year 3 to be at or
above like schools.
The percentage of students in the
top two NAPLAN achievement
bands to be greater than like
schools.
The percentage of students with
moderate, high or very high
progress to be above 80%.
The percentage of students in the
top two NAPLAN achievement
bands to be greater that like
schools.

Achieved
Male – No (-18)
Female – Yes (+4)

The mean performance of males
and females in year 3 to be at or
above like school.

Male – No (-45)
Female – Yes (+23)

Subgroup analysis of performance.
Targeted planning and teaching.
Monitoring regularly in all year levels.

The percentage of students with
moderate, high or very high
progress to be above 85%

No 72%

Continue to track students between
assessments to monitor for
appropriate progress.

The mean performance of males
and females in year 3 to be at or
above like school.

Male – No (-31)
Female – Yes (+14)

Subgroup analysis of performance.
Targeted planning and teaching.
Monitoring regularly in all year levels.

The percentage of students with
moderate, high or very high
progress to be above 85%

No 80%

Spelling

The percentage of students in the
top two NAPLAN achievement
bands to be greater that like
schools.

Y3 No 50% v 55%
Y5 Yes 82% v 44%

Monitor students between NAPLAN
assessment using a range of teacher
based judgements and standardized
assessment. Implement appropriate
intervention for those students
identified as not making appropriate
progress.
Identification of students using a
range of data sources in order to
develop specific learning programs to
extend students outcomes into
higher achievement bands.

Grammar
and
Punctuation

The percentage of students in the
top two NAPLAN achievement
bands to be greater that like
schools.

Y3 No 50% v 61%
Y5 Yes 63% v 42%

Identification of students using a
range of data sources in order to
develop specific learning programs to
extend students outcomes into
higher achievement bands.

The percentage of students in the
bottom two NAPLAN achievement
bands to be less that like schools.

Y3 No 20% v 7%
Y5 Yes 0% v 14%

The mean performance of students
to be at or above that of like
schools.

No data collected in
2015

Identification of students using a
range of data sources in order to
develop specific learning programs to
ensure students outcomes at or
above NMS.
Establish Science yearly assessment
program 2016 in Science to align
with WA Curriculum.

Numeracy

Reading

Writing

Science

Y3 Yes 45% v 41%
Y5 Yes 45% v 37%

Yes 82%

Y3 No 33% v 56%
Y5 Yes 63% v 37%

Recommendations
Subgroup analysis of performance.
Targeted planning and teaching.
Monitoring regularly in all year levels.
Continue to provide learning
opportunities for students that
challenge and extend.
Continue to track students between
assessments to monitor for
appropriate progress.
Identification of students using a
range of data sources in order to
develop specific learning programs to
extend students outcomes into
higher achievement bands.

Non-academic Targets

Non-academin Targets

The Non-academic Targets established in the 2015-2017 Business Plan are linked to key
system priorities or Attendance and Behaviour as well as a school based Wellness target.
The school highly values these targets and has processes in place to regularly monitor data
and make adjustments to programs as required.
Attendance

Target
Attendance rates for compulsory
aged years (PP-6) to be as a
minimum 94% in each year level
each semester

The percentage of students
attending in the Regular and
Indicated categories to be 95% or
above each semester.

Behaviour

For 98% of all students to achieve
Good Standing reward each term.

Wellbeing

For male and female to have a
comparable level of satisfaction
using the SPS Student Satisfaction
Survey.
For the mean of all year level data
sets to be greater than 3.0 using
the SPS Student Satisfaction
Survey.

Achieved
PP S1 No (-0.2%) S2 No (-2.3%)
Y1 S1 Yes
S2 No (-4.2%)
Y2 S1 No (-2.2%) S2 No (-3.0%)
Y3 S1 Yes
S2 Yes
Y4 S1 Yes
S2 Yes
Y5 S1 Yes
S2 Yes
Y6 S1 Yes
S2 Yes
PP S1 Yes
S2 Yes
Y1 S1 Yes
S2 No (-10%)
Y2 S1 No (-2%)
S2 Yes
Y3 S1 Yes
S2 No (-3%)
Y4 S1 Yes
S2 Yes
Y5 S1 Yes
S2 No (-4%)
Y6 S1 Yes
S2 No (-1%)
T1 Yes
T2 Yes
T3 Yes
T4 Yes
Limited data collected in 2015

Limited data collected in 2015

Strive

Recommendations
Continue to track all
attendance on
fortnightly basis

Monitor fortnightly.
Investigate positive
attendance
programs. Inform
parents of positive
outcomes for high
attenders.
Review of Good
Standing procedure
in 2016 and Action
plan to be
developed.
Establishment of
regular data
collection cycle.
Analysis at board
and staff level.
Action plan to be
developed.
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18 May 2016

Finance

Revenue - Cash
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Other Revenues
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Total Locally Raised Funds
Opening Balance
Student Centred Funding
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Actual

5,050.00
36,748.00
13,000.00
12,828.20
3,423.00
750.00
55.00
6,241.00
7,625.00
85,720.20
67,073.00
101,334.00
254,127.20
254,127.20

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Contingencies Revenue - Budget vs Actual

5,049.50
36,747.80
13,000.02
12,827.94
3,423.08
750.00
54.55
6,241.22
7,625.00
85,719.11
67,073.31
101,334.00
254,126.42
254,126.42

$000
Budget

35
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15

Current Year Actual Cash
Sources

Transfers from
Locally Raised
$ Funds
67,625.26
Reserves
Student Centred
$ 101,334.00
Funding
4%
Other Govt Grants4,227.63
$
Other
$
6,241.22 Other Govt Grants
Transfers from
$ Reserves
7,625.00
2%
$ 187,053.11
Other
4%

Actual

40

10

Locally Raised Funds
36%

5

0
Revenue Source

Student Centred
Funding
54%

Expenditure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Budget

Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services
Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve
Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Operations
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Unallocated

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Goods and Services Expenditure $
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure $
Total Expenditure $

8,661.00
60,708.00
26,399.00
92,439.80
2,127.00
45,190.00
1,250.40
17,352.00

Actual
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,312.46
42,280.40
26,233.18
85,241.19
1,643.12
45,190.00
1,248.85
-

254,127.20 $
$
254,127.20 $

208,149.20
208,149.20

$000

Contingencies Expenditure - Budget vs Actual
Budget

Actual
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Cash Position
$000
Expenditure Purpose

110
90
70
50
30
10

Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
1 General Fund Balance
2 Deductible Gift Funds
3 Trust Funds
4 Asset Replacement Reserves
5 Suspense Accounts
6 Cash Advances
7 Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
-$
$

136,614.48
45,977.22
92,213.26
154.00
750.00
980.00
136,614.48

